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Problem de�nitionV obrazovýh dateh z p°ístroje SEVIRI (Spinning Enhaned Visible and InfraredImagery) druºi MSG (Meteosat Seond Generation) lze vyhledávat struktury oz-na£ované jako "studené-U" (resp. "studené-V"), které se ob£as vyskytují v rámihorní hranie obla£nosti konvektivníh bou°í. Tyto struktury, detekovatelné v te-pelnýh kanáleh meteorologikýh druºi, se v¥t²inou vyskytují v souvislosti s ex-trémními projevy danýh bou°í, a proto se povaºují za jeden z moºnýh p°íznak·poteniální nebezpe£nosti bou°í, vyuºitelný pro velmi krátkodobou p°edpov¥¤ po£así.Úkolem °e²itele je navrhnout automatikou (poloautomatikou) metodu, která by nale-zla struktury typu �U�, dle následujíího postupu: - stru£ný popis jevu (na základ¥ vy-branýh £lánku v odborné literatu°e) - teoretiký návrh °e²ení - zhodnoení dosavadníhvýzkum· a aplikaí na podobnýh úloháh - navrºení vlastní metody pro klasi�kaebou°í s vyuºitím trénovaí mnoºiny - implementae návrhu - ov¥°ení úsp¥²nosti klasi-�kae na reálnýh datehThe imagery obtained from the SEVIRI (Spinning Enhaned Visible and InfraredImagery) instrument of the satellites MSG (Meteosat Seond Generation) an be usedfor searhing for strutures denoted "old-U" ("old-V" respetively). These struturesare oasionally present in upper parts of the onvetive storm louds. These strutures,whih an be deteted in radiosity hanells of the meteorologial satellites, are mostlyonneted to the severe storms, and thus they are onsidered to be a possible sign of astorm severity usable for nowasting. The aim of the study is to propose an automati(semiautomati) method whih would be able to detet the "old-U" ourrenes.The study should ontain the following steps:- brief desription of the feature (based on the hosen tehnial papers) - theoretialproposal of a solution - omparison with existing approahes and appliations - proposalof a onrete lassi�ation algorithm with using a training data set - implementationof the algorithm - veri�ation of the algorithm auray on a testing data set
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AbstratNázev práe: Analýza meteorologikýh snímk· za ú£elem deteke bou°í pro velmikrátkodobou p°edpov¥¤ po£asíAutor: Petra Vaní£kováObor: Softwarové systémyVedouí diplomové práe: Ing. Filip �roubek, Ph.D.E-mail vedouího: sroubekf�utia.as.zAbstrakt: Meteorologiké satelitní systémy prod¥laly v pr·b¥hu p°edhozíh patnáti let ryhlývývoj. Do²lo nejen ke zvý²ení frekvene po°izovanýh snímk·, ale i ke zlep²ení jejih rozli²ení. Tentotehnologiký posun otevírá nové moºnosti k rozsáhlej²ímu vyuºití druºiovýh snímk· pro p°ed-pov¥¤ po£así. Cílem této studie je navrºení algoritmu, který by automatiky naházel jev nazývaný"enhaned-U/V". Významnost tohoto jevu spo£ívá ve faktu, ºe jeho výskyt je vysoe korelovanýs výskytem silnýh bou°í. Algoritmus pouºívá obrazový materiál získaný ze spei�kého typu in-fra£erveného kanálu geostaionární druºie. Navrhované °e²ení zahrnuje stru£ný popis meteorologikémotivae, p°evedení zadání na informatiký problém, návrhy moºnýh p°ístup· k °e²ení, diskuzi nadvýsledky získanými v pr·b¥hu vývoje a testování prototypového °e²ení a shrnutí dal²íh moºnýhvylep²ení zvoleného postupu.Výsledky test· ukazují, ºe algoritmus je pom¥rn¥ úsp¥²ný ve vyhledávání"enhaned-U/V" ozna£enýh expertem, na druhou stranu je stále p°íli² vysoký po£et oblastí nesprávn¥ozna£enýh za "enhaned-U/V". Toto hování je moºné vylep²it n¥kolika postupy, nap°. sledovánímhistorikého vývoje podez°elé lokality v £asové posloupnosti snímk·.Klí£ová slova: Zpraování obrazu, P°edpov¥¤ po£así, Deteke bou°íTitle: Analysis of meteorologial images for storm detetion in short-term weatherforeastAuthor: Petra Vaní£kováBranh of study: Software SystemsSupervisor: Ing. Filip �roubek, Ph.D.Supervisor's email address: sroubekf�utia.as.zAbstrat: Meteorologial satellite systems have been developing rapidly during the last �fteenyears and both imagery resolution and shot frequeny have been improved. This evolution openspossibilities for more extensive usage of the satellite imagery in weather foreasting. The purpose ofthis thesis is to design an algorithm whih would automatially detet the enhaned-U/V features. Theimportane of the enhaned-U/V feature lies in the fat that it is highly orrelated with ourrenesof severe storms. The algorithm uses images aquired from a spei� IR hannel of a geostationarysatellite. The proposed solution inludes a brief introdution to the problem from the meteorologialpoint of view, an analysis of the task as a problem of the omputer siene, a proposal of possibleapproahes to the problem, a disussion of the results obtained during the development and testing ofthe prototype software, and a summary of suggested algorithm improvements.The results of the testsshow that the algorithm is rather suessful in seeking the enhaned-U/V (marked by an expert) buton the other hand the number of false alarm ases is still too high. This behaviour an be improvedby several tehniques e.g. onsidering the ase's history from series of images.Keywords: Image proessing, Weather foreasting, Storm detetion
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Chapter 1IntrodutionA signi�ant progress in quality of the sattelite imagery has been made during thelast �fteen years. The improvement of the image resolution and the higher aquisi-tion frequeny have also inreased the amount and quality of the data extrated fromvarious meteorologial sattelite systems. Therefore, the sattelite imagery an be moreextensively used as a foreasting tool.One of the features whih an be reognized in the IR sattelite images is theenhaned-U/V (also alled old-U or old-V). Eah ourrene of the feature implies ahigh probability of a severe storm (e.g. hails, strong wind or tornado). This orrelationmakes the enhaned-U/V an objet of interest. Although this struture has been de-sribed in many meteorologial works, its detetion still depends on the examination byan expert and no attempts at the automati detetion have been implemented beforethis study.This study proposes a novel approah to the automati enhaned-U/V detetionbased on standard tehniques of the image proessing siene. A pilot appliation,whih is designed aording to the proposal, is supposed to verify the suitability ofused methods and to dislose eventual weaknesses of the algorithm. The ability of theenhaned-U/V detetion is onsequently evaluated by a test battery. The algorithmproposal is restrited to a single image analysis, however, a part of the testing phaseinvestigates a possible adaptation of the algorithm so it would obtain additional infor-mation from a series of images.The �rst part of this thesis introdues the enhaned-U/V feature and its meteo-rologial bakground. Physial properties of the struture are desribed and severalpossible ompliations aused either by the sanning tehnique or by the uneven atmo-spherial struture are mentioned. The seond hapter presents the algorithm proposaland transforms the meteorologial motivation to a problem of the image proessing.Three basi omponents of the algorithm are desribed - segmentation, feature extra-tion and lassi�ation. The third hapter is dediated to the tests and disussion ofthe results. The fourth hapter summarizes future works and possible algorithm im-provements whih ensue both from the tests and from further observed properties ofthe enhaned-U/V. 6



Chapter 2Meteorologial bakgroundThis hapter fouses on the physial motivation of the study. The following text de-sribes basi fats about the sought feature in the ontext of meteorology and spei�esharater of the satellite imagary, whih the appliation uses to detet enhaned U/Vshapes in.For better understanding of the following setions some terms need to be lari�ed, thefollowing de�nitions have been taken from .[4℄.An expression onvetive-louds desribes the vertially developed family of louds,most often initiated or fored by atmosperi instability, onvetion. The height of theirbases ranges from as low as 300 m up to about 3000m. Their height ranges from tensof meters (shallow onvetive louds) up to 10 to 20 km, (deep onvetive louds),depending on height of the tropopause and updraft strength. Clouds with extensivevertial development are indiation of unstable air. Strong upward urrents (updrafts)in vertially developed louds an arry high onentrations of superooled water tohigh levels where temperatures are quite old. Upper portions of these louds may beomposed of mixture of superooled water and ie, while their loud tops are typiallyomposed of ie.Typial representative of this group is Cumulonimbus loud whih is haraterizedby strong vertial development in the form of mountains or huge towers topped at leastpartially by a smooth, �at, often �brous anvil. Also known olloquially as a "thunder-head."Equivalent blak body temperature (BT) is the surfae (skin) temperaturewhih the body would have if it were in radiative equilibrium and would emmit a-ording to Plank equation, with emissivity equal to one and with no atmospheriabsorption/emission above the emitting surfae, typially expressed , in Kelvin [K℄.By the term storm is meant any disturbed state of the atmosphere, espeially af-feting the Earth's surfae, and strongly implying destrutive and otherwise unpleasantweather. Storms range in sale from tornadoes and thunderstorms to tropial ylonesto synopti-sale extratropial ylones. This work mainly fouses on the severe typeof onvetive storms. Severe onvetive storms threaten life and/or property. Ex-amples inlude severe thunderstorms with large hail, damaging wind, or tornadoes.Although loud-to-ground lightning is not among riteria for lassifying a storm as7



CHAPTER 2. METEOROLOGICAL BACKGROUND 8severe, it is pereived as a highly dangerous phenomenon, a leading ause of deaths,injuries, and damage from thunderstorms. A thunderstorm needs not be severe to gen-erate frequent loud-to-ground lightning. Additionally, exessive loalized onvetiverain is not lassi�ed as severe storm but often aompanies severe storms. Suh rainfallmay result in related phenomena (�ash �oods) that threaten life and property.A superell is relatively long-lived thunderstorm with a persistent rotating up-draft. Superells are rare, but are responsible for a remarkably high perentage of severeweather events - espeially tornadoes, extremely large hail and damaging straight-linewinds. They frequently travel to the right of the main environmental winds (i.e. theyare right movers). Radar harateristis often (but not always) inlude mesoylone.Mesoylone is a storm-sale region of rotation, typially around 3-10 km in diameterand often found on the right rear �ank of a superell. The irulation of a mesoyloneovers an area muh larger than the tornado that may develop within it. Properlyused, mesoylone is a radar term; it is de�ned as a rotation signature appearing on aDoppler radar that meets spei� riteria for magnitude, vertial depth, and duration.Therefore, a mesoylone should not be onsidered a visually-observable phenomenon(although visual evidene of rotation, suh as urved in�ow bands, may imply the pres-ene of a mesoylone).Another part of a storm loud is the anvil whih is the �at, spreading top ofa umulonimbus loud, often shaped like an anvil. Thunderstorm anvils may spreadhundreds of miles downwind from the thunderstorm itself, and sometimes may spreadupwind.The parts of storm louds whih an reah the highest altitudes are overshootingtops (or penetrating towers) - dome-like protrusions above a thunderstorm anvil, rep-resenting a very strong updraft and hene a higher potential for severe weather withthat storm. A persistent and/or large overshooting top (anvil dome) often is presenton a superell.Figure 2.1displays a typial shape of a storm loud, more spei�ally of a superell.Next few paragraphs brie�y desribe basi layers of the atmosphere.Troposphere is the layer of the atmosphere from the Earth's surfae up to thetropopause, haraterized by dereasing temperature with height, vertial wind mo-tion, appreiable water vapor ontent, and sensible weather (louds, rain, et.).Tropopause is the upper boundary of the troposphere, usually haraterized by anabrupt hange in lapse rate from positive (dereasing temperature with height) to neu-tral or negative (temperature onstant or inreasing with height).Stratosphere is the region of the atmosphere extending from the top of the tropo-sphere to the base of the mesosphere (up to about 50 km), an important layer ontainingstratospheri ozone.Mesosphere is the atmospheri shell between about 50 km and about 70 to 80 km,extending from the top of the stratosphere (the stratopause) to the upper temperature



CHAPTER 2. METEOROLOGICAL BACKGROUND 9

Figure 2.1: Sheme of (tornadi) superellminimum that de�nes the mesopause (the base of the thermosphere).Mesopause is the top of the mesosphere, orresponding to the level of minimum tem-perature in the atmosphere found at 70 to 80 km.Atmospheri layers are shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Atmospheri struture [19℄



CHAPTER 2. METEOROLOGICAL BACKGROUND 102.1 De�nition of the enhaned U/V featureSine the 1980's many sienti� works have analyzed the possibility of the severestorm detetion from the data obtained from weather satellites. One of the reognizedfeatures, whih an be observed at the satellite images in emissive bands, is alledenhaned-U/V feature. Presene of the enhaned-U/V feature is losely onnetedwith ourrenes of severe storms. As has been doumented, about 70% of storms on-taining enhaned-U/V are severe.[15℄ On the other hand approximately 45% of severestorms do not ontain enhaned-U/V and that's why this method annot be the onlytool for the severe storms nowasting ( a very short term foreasting). Median leadtime to the �rst onset of the enhaned-U/V to the �rst report of severe weather isapproximately 30 minutes.[15℄The goal of this study is to develop an algorithm whih would automatially detetparts of louds whih are suspiious of being enhaned-U/V.The enhaned-V (or more preisely �old-U/V�) term referes to a feature observedoasionally in thermal IR wavelengths (at any of the emissive satellite bands, typiallybut not exlusivelly at 10 � 12.5 µm) at tops of deep onvetive storms, resembling aold U or V shape, surrounding an enlosed warm area, alled lose-in warm area(CWA). In some ases, another so alled distant warm area (DWA) might be foundmore downwind. [7℄. Figure 2.3 shows some examples of the enhaned-U/V as itappears at the satellite imagery after appliation of the olor enhanement.
Figure 2.3: Examples of the enhaned-U/V ases, taken from the MSG satellite - IRhannel, older values are rendered red and orange, warmer values are rendered yellowand blueThere are several hypothesis about the enhaned-U/V's origin.[2, 7, 9, 8, 15℄The enhaned-U/V develops when a strong updraft penetrates into the lower strato-sphere and results in an overshooting thunderstorm top. This overshooting top ats toblok strong upper level winds and fores the �ow to divert around it.As the �ow is diverted around the overshooting top, the main hypothesis is that the�ow erodes the updraft summit and arries loud debris downwind whih is re�etedin the older equivalent blakbody temperatures (BT) of the enhaned-U/V feature.The oldest BT, whih is near the apex of the enhaned-V, is assoiated withadiabati expansion due to the asent of air parels in the thunderstorm updraft regionovershooting the tropopause.Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the warm region of BTs enlosedby the V-feature. [8, 9, 18, 21℄One hypothesis argues that the region is a result of subsidene of negatively buoyantovershooting loud air downstream of an asending loud top.A seond hypothesis has been proposed whih explains the warm region on the basisof radiative properties of the loud partiles. Based on radiative transfer simulations



CHAPTER 2. METEOROLOGICAL BACKGROUND 11and assuming that the ie water ontent varied spatially aross the anvil, Heyms�eldet al. found that the interior warm region had lower ie water ontent ompared to theV-arms. This situation implies a smaller optial depth in the warm region and warmerBTs harateristi of lower altitudes.Another theory argues that stratospheri irrus generated in the wake of over-shooting tops is sinking into the anvil. Loated above an anvil top and at a warmerenvironmental temperature, the stratospheri irrus appears warmer in the BTs sensedby the IR satellite hannel.The oldest point of the enhaned-U/V struture and the warmest point enlosedinside of the enhaned-V form a "old-warm ouplet". [5℄ There are several studieslaiming possible link between the enhaned-U/V feature and superells. Also theenhaned-U/V must be assoiated with a growing storm where growing stands forthe enlargment of the older IR ontours or for lowering of the minimum loud toptemperature.[15℄ The last rule requires information about the storm loud retrievedfrom a series of satellite images.

Figure 2.4: Sheme of the enhaned-U/V feature view from above [7℄
2.2 Physial properties of the enhaned-U/V featureSeveral quantitative analyses of the enhaned-U/V have been arried out(see [5, 15℄).Brunner [5℄ has summarized and newly proposed several attributes whih are boundto the enhaned-U/V ourrenes. The parameters are TMIN - the minimum loudtop equivalent blakbody temperature (BT) observed from the satellite, TMAX - themaximum loud top BT deteted within an embedded warm area downwind of TMINand TDIFF - the di�erene in loud top BTs between TMIN and TMAX whih formsthe old-warm ouplet. TMIN median value was 200 K, TMAX median value was 217K and TDIFF median value was 15 K. Heyms�eld and Blakmer observed ranges oftemperature di�erene between the old and warm members of the old-warm ouplet



CHAPTER 2. METEOROLOGICAL BACKGROUND 12from 7 to 17 K [7, 5℄. Orientation of the enhaned-U/V is in�uened by the majordiretion of air �ow and is mostly northern above Europe and above the USA. Amedian persistene of the feature is approximately 60 minutes. [15℄ Heyms�eld andBlakmer [7℄ notied that the oldest region assoiated with the loud top is displaedupwind of the enhaned-U/V summit.2.3 Satellite data desriptionThis study is based on data obtained from the MSG (Meteosat 8 and 9) satellites,operated by the EUMETSAT (European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteo-rologial Satellites). These satellites are geostationary, suh satellites orbit above onespei� point on the Earth's surfae all the time and therefore their turnaround timeis idential with the Earth's rotation. In the ase of Meteosat 8, the point is plaed atthe Equator at 3.4 W, while Meteosat 9 is loated at zero longitude. The height aboveEarth surfae is 35,786 km and orbit radius is 42,155 km. Algorithm for enhaned-U/Vdetetion proesses only data from one hannel - IR 10.8 whih ontains informationabout wavelengths between 9.80 and 11.80µm. Therefore intensity value of eah pixeldesribes radiane of the area overed by the pixel. Data from MSG are reeived every15 minutes. Satellite radiometer sans Earth dis from south towards north. One pixelof the image overs area of approximately 4x6km (at entral Europe).There are several fators whih in�uene data image interpretation and proessing.One of them is the fat that loations nearby dis edge are distorted by the geosta-tionary projetion. If the Earth is onsidered to be an oblate rotational ellipsoidthan an inverse projetion an be derived but an interpolation would have to be appliedto guarantee image ontinuity. Detail information about the geostationary and inversegeostationary projetion is desribed in [20℄.Another feature whih an ause misinterpretations is the parallax, whih is an optialillusion whih ours in analogue meters and auses reading errors. It ours when theviewing eye is not in the same plane, perpendiular to the meter fae, as the indiatingneedle (see Figure 2.5). Therefore orretion of the parallax error should be onsideredwhen speifying preise loation of the storm's impat on the Earth's surfae.There is one more in�uene whih might be inluded in the deliberation of the automatienhaned-U/V detetion. Tropopause height above Earth's surfae depends on thelatitude (see Figure 2.6), heightening of the tropopause 1 km redues the tropopausetemperature by 10K. Therefore, storm louds in areas loser to equator an be signi�-antly older than those loated far from equator.
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Figure 2.5: Sheme of parallax, [22℄

Figure 2.6: Sheme of hange of tropopause height aording to the latitude, [3℄



Chapter 3Algorithm proposalThis hapter proposes an approah to the automated enhaned-U/V detetion. The�rst setion aims to transform the meteorologial motivation to the problem of theimage proessing, while the seond setion explains partiular methods used by thealgorithm for the enhaned-U/V detetion, whih are implemented in the prototypesoftware.The detetion algorithm onsists of two parts - a segmentation and a simple deisiontree. Both the segmentation and the deision tree operate on various parameters ex-trated from enhaned-U/V andidates. Therefore, a major part of the proposal dealswith the proper seletion and extration of these parameters.3.1 Physial parameters of the enhaned-U/V andi-datesSome of the parameters used by the algorithm naturally �ow from the meteorologialde�nition of the enhaned-U/V feature (see Setion 2.2). Sine eah pixel of the imagedata enodes a temperature value, we an �lter input image assuming that pixels whosevalue is bellow measured mean TMIN and above measured mean TMAX annot be partof the sought feature.Another physial property is the TDIFF value, whih an vary between 7 K and 17K. The omputation of the TDIFF parameter for a onrete loud depends on theparameters TMIN and TMAX measured for this onrete loud. The TMAX value anbe de�ned as the highest pixel value from the set of pixels "enlosed" by the andidateloud, whereas the TMIN value an be obtained as the minimum pixel value "nearby"the summit of the andidate loud. The details of the TMIN and TMAX seekingproedures is spei�ed in 3.2.2.3.When the values of TMIN and TMAX parameters areevaluated, a simple di�erene between the TMAX and TMIN values determines theTDIFF parameter.For the determination of the orientation parameter (as desribed in 2.2), a de�nitionof the enhaned-U/V's axis is essential. The method for �nding the axis is desribedin detail in 3.2.2.2. The orientation orresponds to the angle between the found axisand the x axis. 14



CHAPTER 3. ALGORITHM PROPOSAL 153.2 Algorithm strutureSatellite imagery only a simpli�ed view on suh a omplex and hardly preditablefeature as is the loud development. Working with suh a hardly de�nable problembrings signi�ant unertainty to the interpretation of results. The algorithm for theenhaned-U/V detetion is designed with respet to the harater of input data andaims to redue the unertainty to minimum. The priority of the proposal is to reduethe risk of omitting an enhaned-U/V ourrene whereas the false alarm elimination issolved with lower emphasis. Figure 3.2 demonstrates an example of a raw input image.The de�nition of the enhaned-U/V feature depends mainly on the loal onditions,rather than on global information obtained from the image as a whole. The strutureand properties of the storm louds an therefore be studied independently for eahloud. This initial phase of separation is explained in the Setion 3.2.1. Produts ofthe isolation represent suh parts of the storm louds whih have a hane to be theold arms of an enhaned-U/V ourrene. Eah suh produt must meet additionalrequirements to be stated as an enhaned-U/V andidate. The imposed requirementsensue both from the meteorologial de�nition and from the shape demands. Many ofthose onditions an be expressed in the form of andidate's parameters and one thevalues of the parameters are assessed, the lassi�ation proess, whih deides whetherthe loud is an appropriate andidate or not, an begin. Extration of the features isdesribed in the Setion 3.2.2.One of the possible and ommonly used approahes to the lassi�ation is a simpledeision tree. The hoie of this approah was motivated by a small size of the trainingdata set and the desired "true/false" deision about the andidates. Another possiblemethod is based on probability theory and Setion 5.2 provides further disussion aboutthe approah.The deision tree is a binary tree where every nonterminal node represents a deision.Depending upon the deision taken at suh a node, ontrol passes to the left or rightsubtree of the node. A leaf node then represents the outome of taking the sequeneof deisions given by the nodes on the path from the root to the leaf. [1℄For the purpose of the enhaned-U/V detetion, a deision tree is onstruted whereeah deision depends on a value of one seleted parameter and whenever a onditionis not ful�lled, the tested objet annot be a valid andidate. Figure 3.1 illustrates thedeision proess.3.2.1 SegmentationSegmentation is an operation whih deides whether eah one pixel of the input im-age belongs to an objet of interest or not. Final produt of suh operation is a binaryimage.[11℄In the ase of the enhaned-U/V detetion, the produt of segmentation should be thepart of a loud whose temperature orresponds to the predited temperature of oldarms of the enhaned-U/V. Therefore the purpose of the segmentation is to remove thepixels whih annot belong to a storm loud, whih is realized by the step desribedin 3.2.1.1. Next method aims to remove the pixels whih may form the warm part ofthe enhaned-U/V feature. This requirement is implemented by the ations desribed
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Figure 3.1: Deision tree used by the enhaned-U/V detetion algorithm.in 3.2.1.2.The previous two ations tend to disrupt the original shape of the old parts. Thereforetwo additional operations whose aim is to reonstrut the original shape are applied.The �rst of them is an operation alled losing whih is supposed to make objets moreompat and to overlay arti�ially developed gaps. The seond ation is alled median�lter and is expeted to make thborderer of objets smoother. The Setions 3.2.1.3and 3.2.1.4 provide detail de�nition of the Closing and Median �lter operations. Fig-ure 3.6 illustrates the e�et of di�erent ombinations of the Closing and Median �lteroperations.

Figure 3.2: Part of the sample input image. Original values from the range of 0-65535have been mapped to the range of 0-255 for purposes of presentation.



CHAPTER 3. ALGORITHM PROPOSAL 173.2.1.1 Basi thresholdingThe point operation whih marks a pixel to be the part of a sought objet if its valuelies inside of a seleted interval (or lies above or bellow a seleted value) and marks thepixel to be part of the bakground otherwise performs a simple segmentation tehniqueis alled thresholding. [12℄Quantitative analysis of the enhaned-U/V feature have shown that median value ofthe TMIN parameter is approximately 200K and median value of the TMAX parame-ter is approximately 220K (see Setion 2.2 for details).This interval might be a natural range for pixel values belonging to the storm loudswhih an ontain enhaned-U/V feature, but sine the quantitative analysis mea-sured only the storm ourrenes over the middle latitudes and storm louds get oldertowards the Equator (see 2.6), the range of aeptable temperatures is enwiden tothe interval 185-220K. This hange is supposed to roughly eliminate in�uene of thetropopause height hange (the height hange is proportional to the hange of the stormloud temperature) nearby the Equator (see 2.3).The disussion above implies to use a simple global thresholding with respet to theinterval 185-220K.A sample image proessed by the threshloding method is shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Basi thresholding result3.2.1.2 Thresholding based on mean valueThe basi thresholding outputs an image where eah separate objet is assumed to beeither a single storm loud or a onneted group of a few storm louds having similartemperature pro�les. Next step of the onseution is the extration of the oldest partsof the storm louds, whih may have a hane to be the old arms of an enhaned-U/Vourrene. One possible solution of this problem is based on a simple statisti proess-ing of the temperature values ourring within the tested storm loud. The followingsteps are taken fore eah separate loud. At �rst, the proedure loates an unproessed



CHAPTER 3. ALGORITHM PROPOSAL 18loud in the image. Seondly, value of eah pixel of the seleted loud is stored. Thenthe mean value is omputed from the stored values using the following formula:
x̄ =

1

N

M
∑

i=1

fixiWhere N is the ount of the pixels belonging to the tested loud, M is the number ofdi�erent temperature values (lasses) found in the loud and fi is the number of pixelswhih values was analogous to the ith temperature lass.When the mean value is known, the method �lters out the pixels of the testedloud whose value is higher than the mean value. After the method is applied forall storm louds, the output image ontains only the older part of eah storm loud.This method expets the old arms of the enhaned-U/V to be left and the warmerenlosed area to be removed. This tehnique is an adaptive form of the thresholding;the threshold value is obtained for eah loud independently. Figure 3.4 displays thestatistis used by the proedure for a sample loud. The pixels whose value orrespondsto the temperature are left in the output image, the others are removed. Result of thisthresholding is shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.4: The histogram shows the full range of the temperature values whih an befound within the sample loud. Red arrow marks the interval of temperatures whihare appropriate for further investigation.
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Figure 3.5: The �gure demonstrates the result of thresholding based on median valuewhen applied on the output image of the basi thresholding.3.2.1.3 ClosingAfter the appliation of the advaned thresholding, the original shape of the old loudparts is often disrupted (see Figure 3.5). Therefore a method whih would be able toreonstrut the shape and �ll in the arti�ially reated gaps is desired. A morphologialoperation alled losing has harateristis similar to those in demand. Before thisoperation, the input image is onverted to a binary image to simplify the followingomputation.Closing onsists of two simple operations - erosion and dilation. Both the erosion andthe dilation use a matrix of values alled the mask. G is regarded as the set of all thepixels of the image that are not zero. M is the set of the non-zero pixels in the mask.The symbol Mp denotes the mask shifted with its referene point (generally but notneessarily its enter) to the pixel p.Erosion is then de�ned as G⊖M = {p : Mp ⊆ G}and dilation as G⊕M = {p : Mp ∩ G 6= ∅}. The erosion of the set of pixels G by the set of pixels M an be expressed as the setof all pixels p for whih Mp is ompletely ontained in G . In ontrast, the dilation ofG by M is the set of all pixels for whih the intersetion between G and Mp is not anempty set. [13℄The dilation operator enlarges objets and loses small holes and raks. Enlarge-ment of objets by the size of the struture element an be reversed by a followingerosion. This ombination of operations is alled the losing operation.



CHAPTER 3. ALGORITHM PROPOSAL 20Closing is idempotent operation: G •M = (G •M) •M [13℄, whih means that therepeated appliation of losing with the same mask doesn't make any further e�et onthe image (ompare 3.6 (e) and (f)).The mask used by the losing operation orresponds to the matrix :




0 1 0
1 1 1
0 1 0



This mask is plaed on the image by its enter point. Figures 3.6 (a) and (e) displaythe e�et of the losing operation - objets beome more ompat.
(a) Input image (b) 1x Median f. () 2x Median f. (d) 3x Median f.
(e) 1x Closing (f) 2x Closing (g) 1x Closing ->1xMedian f. (h) 1x Closing -> 2xMedian f.Figure 3.6: E�ets of di�erent ombinations of Closing and Median �lter to a sampleobjet. The �rst image shows objet before either losing or median �lter. Numbersunder the other images orrespond to the number of iterations of Median �lter andClosing operations. The ombination of one appliation of Closing followed by oneappliation of Median �lter in our ase provides the best results for the original shapereonstrution.3.2.1.4 Median �lterThe next step of the algorithm, whih is applied right after the losing operation, aimsto redue the roughness of the objet's border. One of the relevant methods, whoseappliation makes an image smoother, is the median �lter.



CHAPTER 3. ALGORITHM PROPOSAL 21Median �ltering is a nonlinear signal proessing tehnique useful for noise sup-pression. Median �ltering is performed by letting a mask move over the points of animage and replaing the value at the mask enter with the median of the original val-ues within the mask. This yields an output image whih is usually smoother than theoriginal one. The lassial smoothing proedure is to use a linear low-pass �lter and inmany ases this is the most appropriate proedure. However, an important advantageof the median �lter appliation is the fat that the operation preserves sharp edges,whereas linear low-pass �ltering blurs edges. [14℄In the ase of the enhaned-U/V detetion algorithm, the median �lter is appliedto binary images. The results of the median �lter appliation an be ompared inFigure 3.6 (e) and (g). Repeated appliation of the median �lter would bring bettersmoothness at the expanse of deformation of the objet. The fat that the algorithmapplies the median �lter just one is substantiated by the argument that following partsof the algorithm use other methods for loal border smoothing and thus the preisesmoothing via the repeated median �ltering is not neessary (see Figure 3.6 (g) and(h)).3.2.2 Parameters extrationResult of the segmentation part provides separate objets, eah of whih an ontainold arms of one or more enhaned-U/V features. For the purpose of identi�ation ofpromissing enhaned-U/V andidates, a set of parameters of these objets needs to bede�ned, and methods used for the extration of suh parameters need to be developed.The term "enhaned-U/V" is derived from the shape of the sought feature. The shapeis similar to the letter U or V. This haraterization of the feature is rather subjetive.However, some objetive attributes whih would be able to determine a V(U)-shapedobjet an be introdued. Two di�erent approahes have been onsidered.The �rst approah searhes for a simple representation of an objet alled skeleton.The skeleton an be used for an easier interpretation of the shape of the objet. Detailsof the skeleton de�nition an be found in [16℄. Figure 3.8 shows samples of the skeletonstruture. Although the skeleton provides a simpli�ed view on the shape of the objet,it is still a omplex struture and reognition of a V-shaped part has shown to be ratherdi�ult. Therefore another solution has been proposed.The other approah analyzes the border of the objet and tries to �nd hollows.The term hollow denotes a ontinuous area whih belongs to the onvex hull of theobjet but doesn't belong to the objet itself. The area must also touh border of theonvex hull (areas ompletely enlosed by the objet are not onsidered to be hollows).The de�nition of the hollow is illustrated in Figure 3.7. When a hollow is marked,average width of the arm-shaped loud parts whih enlose the hollow is omputed.The ombination of the atributes desribing shape of the hollow and the average armwidth determines similarity of the andidate to the letter V. The method of extrationof those two parameters is desribed in detail in Setion 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2.Another type of parameters re�ets the physial properties of the enhaned-U/V fea-ture. For eah andidate hollow part of an objet, the TDIFF parameter (see Se-



CHAPTER 3. ALGORITHM PROPOSAL 22tion 3.1) of the old-warm ouple an be estimated and orientation of the V shapemeasured. Setions 3.2.2.3 and 3.2.2.3 disuss methods used for omputation of theseparameters.

Figure 3.7: Illustration of the de�nition of the term hollow. Both green and red areasare not parts of the objet but the red area is ompletly enlosed by the objet andthus it is not onsidered to be a hollow.

Figure 3.8: Sample objets and their skeletons.3.2.2.1 Searh for hollowsThis setion introdues a method for searhing of V-shaped hollows in the objet. Aparameter whih desribes shape of a hollow is used later by the deision tree to seletenhaned-U/V andidates form the set of all louds (see the �rst node of the deisiontree in Figure 3.1). The method of the parameter obtaining is based on the idea thateah suh hollow should onsist of three parts - spike, pit and spike (marked as 1,2,3,resp. in Figure 3.9). The method is based on an analysis of onvesity / onavity ofthe objet's border. This approah is desribed by Horá£ek et al. in [10℄.



CHAPTER 3. ALGORITHM PROPOSAL 23The algorithm uses a tehnique whih expresses an approximate onavity at eahpoint of the border. For the urrently proessed point of the border, the number ofpixels lying in the intersetion between the objet and a irle mask plaed by its enteron the point is ounted. The proedure is not supposed to onsider the width of theobjet, its goal is to investigate the behaviour of the border urve only. Therefore, whenmeasuring the intersetion of the irle with an objet, the part of the irle, whih liesout of the objet only beause of the insu�ient width of the objet, is inluded in theintersetion. The onavity value is then equal to the ratio of the intersetion part tothe whole irle area. The onavity values thus range between 0 and 1. Figure 3.9demonstrates obtaining of the onavity value for one point of the border. The resultvalues are onneted to form a urve whih re�ets hanges of the onavity along theborder. If the border is longer than 50 points, the averaging of three neighbouring pointvalues is applied. The averaging suppresses loal noise and the output urve re�etsthe global trend rather than loal hanges.The diameter of the irle depends on the area of the objet, the dependeny is ex-pressed by the equation: diameter =
√

area. The relation is derived from two basirequirements for the diameter - the funtion should be growing, but it should growfaster for the lower values of the area and vie versa. The requirement of the slower di-ameter growth is motivated by the observation that the louds large in their area omeup by the merge of a few smaller louds and are mainly oblong rather than rounded.A irle mask with large diameter would produe too general information about theborder of suh large louds. The minimum possible diameter of the irle is set to �vepixels.

Figure 3.9: Illustration of the onavity measurement. The green area orresponds tothe �nal intersetion between the irle and objet. Dark green represents the straightintersetion with the objet. Although the light green loation lies outside of the objet,it is inluded in the intersetion beause this situation is aused by the insu�ient widthof the objet. Points 1, 2, 3 represents extremes of the onavity urve as implied byFigure 3.10.The method then analyses the onavity urve and searhes for the three onseutivesegments of low onavity, high onavity and low onavity. These segments forma struture similar to a wave. The �rst and the third segments of the wave must
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Figure 3.10: The onavity urve orresponding to the objet shown in Figure 3.9.A wave enoding a andidate hollow must onsist of three ontinued segments of lowonavity - high onavity - low onavity, eah of whih must ontain a point exeedingthe threshold value. If translated to the olors of this �gure, the wave must onsist ofa blue setion(inluding a dark blue part) - a red setion(inluding a dark red part) -a blue setion(inluding a dark blue part)reah the values of onavity lower than 0.375 whereas the seond part of the wavemust reah the value of onavity higher than 0.625. These thresholds have been setexperimentally regarding to the training data set. The method also keeps informationabout the lowest point of the �rst and third segment and about the highest point ofthe seond segment. Those extremes orrespond to the points 1, 2, 3 in Figure 3.9.Beause the urve basially starts at a random point of the border, the algorithm mustonsider the progression of the urve at the beginning when searhing for the wave atthe end and vie versa. Figure 3.10 displays a sample onavity urve. As a result,this method outputs hollows of the objet whih may represent andidate old part ofthe enhaned-U/V. If there is no suh andidate, the objet is not inluded in furtherproessing.3.2.2.2 Determination of the average arm widthThe output of the V-shaped hollow lookup provides a list of hollows whih may repre-sent the old part of an enhaned-U/V. However, the lookup does not investigate thewidth of the loud arms whih form the hollows and thus a hollow may be similar toa deep indentation in an oval objet as is illustrated in Figure 3.11 , but this type of



CHAPTER 3. ALGORITHM PROPOSAL 25objets is not interesting for the enhaned-U/V detetor. Therefore a proedure whihan judge the average arm width for eah andidate hollow is applied. This phase ofthe algorithm orresponds to the seond step of the deision tree (see Figure 3.1).The following steps are applied for eah andidate hollow of the objet. First, the axisof the hollow is identi�ed. It is de�ned as a half line starting at the point 2 (the pointwith maximum onavity) and forms the axis of the angle ∡123.Seond, the average length of intersetions of perpendiulars to the axis and the ob-jet provides information about the average arm width (see Figure 3.12). The lengthis measured in eah border point whih lies between border points 1,2 and 2,3. Thelengths are averaged so the result represents the average arm width.The last part of the proedure ompares the measured value of the average arm widthparameter to the depth of the hollow. If the depth is bigger than the average armwidth, the hollow and the objet ontinue to the next level of testing.There are many possible de�nitions of the hollow depth. The one implemented in thisstudy measures the distane of the point 2 from the line ↔ 13. This de�nition hand-iaps the V shapes whose one arm is longer than the other. Another types of depthmeasurement an behave di�erently, one of the other possible approahes de�nes depthas an average distane of the projetion of points 1 and 3 on the axis of the hollow andpoint 2. Figure 3.13 presents several possible de�nitions of the hollow depth.The desribed methods rejets andidates simillar to the objet shown in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11: Example of a suessful andidate of the V-shaped hollow lookup method.The method does not onsider the width of the arms whih form the hollow.3.2.2.3 Seeking for the Cold-Warm oupletThe parameters metioned above are foused on the shape properties of the andidatehollows. Another parameter, whih an be alulated from the andidate hollows, isbased on the physial motivation and re�ets the fat that the di�erene of tempera-tures of the oldest point of the old part and the warmest point of the enlosed warmarea must range between 7 K and 17 K (see Setion 3.1). These two points are alledthe old-warm ouple. The omparison of the old-warm ouple temperature di�ereneorresponds to the �nal step of the deision tree (see Figure 3.1).The implementation of this ondition uses both the original image and the outputimage of the segmentation. At �rst, the algorithm �nds the points whih �ll the hollow
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Figure 3.12: Demonstration of the average arm width measurement. The green linesrepresent axis of the hollow and perpendiular lines. Intersetion of the perpendiularsand the objet determines the average arm width.
(a) (b) ()Figure 3.13: Di�erent ways of the hollow depth de�nition. Green arrow marks thedepth. (a) The depth is de�ned as half length of the vetor −→

d =
−→
21 +

−→
23. Thisde�nition prefers hollows with unequally long arms. (b) The depth is the averagedistane of the projetion of points 1 and 3 on the axis of the hollow and the point2. () The depth is de�ned as the distane of the point 2 from the line ↔ 13. Thisde�nition prefers hollows with similar arm length.in the output image. The border of the hollow is de�ned as union of the border ofthe objet between points 1,2 and 3 and the line 13. The method then loalizes thearea within the original image and intensities enlosed by this border are stored andsorted. Ourrenes of temperature outliers whih are not relevant for the enhaed-U/V detetion is often a ompliation. Therefore, the hosen representative of thewarm enlosed area is not the warmest point, but the point plaed at the "90%"position (the point is the 90% quantile) of the sorted series of points of the enlosedarea. The representative of the old area is searhed in a small surrounding of thehollow summit - orresponding to the point 2. This idea is based on the meteorologialobservations (see Setion 3.1). A irle of the diameter equal to �ve points is plaedon the point 2 and its intersetion with the objet spei�es the area whih ontainsthe old representative. The points inside of the intersetion are sought in the originalimage and sorted by intensity. The representative of the old area is the point plaedat "10%" position (the point is the 10% quantile) of the sorted series of the pointsinluded in the intersetion.



CHAPTER 3. ALGORITHM PROPOSAL 27The value di�erene of these two representatives an range between 3 K and 20 K. Theoriginal temperature range 7-17 K has been extended so the in�uene of the di�erentrepresentative seletion would be dereased. Figure 3.14 demonstrates the di�erenealulation. If the di�erene value meets the interval onstraint, the objet is stated asa suessfull enhaned-U/V andidate.

Figure 3.14: Illustration of the old-warm ouple lookup. The red area represents theenlosed area whih ontains the warm point. The enlosed area is bounded by theline ↔ 13. The old point is seleted within the blue area.3.2.2.4 Orientation alulationMeteorologial studies have implied another property of the enhaned-U/V whih maybe transformed to a parameter. It is the orientation of the andidate hollow. Thisorientation is in�uened by the prevailing diretion of the air �ow, whih is mostlyonstant at one geographial position e.g. the enhaned-U/V ourrenes are oftenoriented towards the north above Europe and North Ameria.The orientation for eah hollow an be expressed as the angle between the axis of thehollow and a line ollateral with equator. Several tests were arried out to verify theorientation parameter appliability, but the results show that the orientation parameteran rejet some of the enhaned-U/V ourrenes marked by an expert. Therefore, thedeision tree proess does not use the orientation parameter. Though the parametermight be used by lassi�ation tehniques di�erent from the deision tree. The �owdiretion of the onrete storm loud might also determine the parameter evaluation,but this improvement would request proessing of the time series to alulate thediretion of the storm loud.



Chapter 4Tests and experimentsAn essential part of the algorithm development life yle is the testing phase. The testsdesribed in this hapter verify e�ieny of the algorithm on a real data set, analyzeinauraies of the detetion and provide bakground for further improvement of thesystem.The data used for testing were produed by an instrument alled SEVIRI, whihis a part of the MSG satellite system. The input images ontain information aboutradiation measured at the area of northern 3/4 of the Northern Hemisphere (this areais from now on referred to as the hemisphere). The hemisphere inludes a view onEurope, northern Afria, The Arabian Peninsula and the Atlanti. However, most ofthe tests were restrited to the European region. The �rst setion (see 4.1) providesarguments for this onstraint. The training data set onsists of the data obtained dur-ing 28 spring/summer days of years 2005 and 2006. Data from eah suh day form aontinuous series of images where the time di�erene between two onseutive imagesin the series is 15 minutes.The training set of the enhaned-U/V ourrenes inludes only 10 ases, no otherimages were available during the development phase. Hene, the algorithm alibrationbased on suh a small data set brings a high risk of the errors during the deisioningproess. Another problematial aspet of the enhaned-U/V detetor proposed in thisstudy lies in the subjetivity of the enhaned-U/V de�nition. The subjetivity alsoauses inonsisteny in the data evaluation provided by experts.For the purpose of the learer explanation of the test results, several terms are de-�ned.The term Candidate denotes a part of a storm loud whih was marked by the algo-rithm as a possible enhaned-UV.A Con�rmed Candidate is a Candidate whih was marked as an enhaned-U/Vinstane by an expert too.A False Positive is a Candidate whih was rejeted by an expert.A False Negative is a part of a storm loud whih had been omitted by the algorithmbut an expert marked it as the enhaned-U/V.The term Ourrene denotes an enhaned-U/V instane in the real world (the storm28
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the hemisphere. The gray retangle denotes the Europeanarea.loud and its time development). An Ourrene an be observed in more than oneimage. Thus, if an enhaned-U/V ourene existed for 60 minutes, it ould be foundin four onseutive images.The hapter onsists of three setions. First of them introdues a test whih providesarguments for restrition of the following experiments only to the European region.The next setion summarizes and omments results of the enhaned-U/V detetorappliation on a large testing data set. The last experiment investigates presene ofan enhaned-U/V ourrene in a time series of images. This test investigates possibleintrodution of the enhaned-U/V time ontinuity as another lassi�ation parameter.4.1 Test 1 - Observation areaThe �rst test investigates the spatial arrangement of enhaned-U/V ourrenes. TheMSG satellite is plaed nearby the zero meridian and above the Equator. Thus thedistortion aused by the satellite projetion is not that signi�ant in the European areaas it is in the areas loated nearby the disk edge (e.g. Asia, the western part of theAtlanti). Besides that, the algorithm was alibrated on the training data set of theenhaned-U/V features observed above the European area. The temperature of thestorm louds is in average lower in the loations loser to the Equator than in Europe(see Setion 2.3 for details).This experiment ompares images obtained during three randomly seleted days(23.05.2005, 17.06.2006 and 12.07.2006). The data set onsists of 119 shots displayingthe hemisphere. This images were reviewed by an expert and the number of the an-didates found in European region was ompared to the number of those found in therest of the hemisphere. The results are summarized in Table 4.1.The table entries imply that most of the enhaned-U/V ourrenes are loated inthe area of European ontinent whereas most of the andidates loated in the rest ofthe hemisphere are false alarms. Moreover, only a few Con�rmed Candidates ouroutside Europe.



CHAPTER 4. TESTS AND EXPERIMENTS 30Hemisphere Europe Hemisphere exl. EuropeTotal # of Candidates 584 242 342False Positives 450 112 338Con�rmed Candidates 134 130 4Ratio of False Positives 77.05% 46.28% 98.83%Table 4.1: Comparison of the observation results for the European area and the hemi-sphere. The olumn "Hemisphere" ontains information about the whole hemisphere.The olumn "Europe" desribes measured values for the European area only. The ol-umn "Hemisphere exl. Europe" denotes the area of the hemisphere exluding Europe.The �rst row provides the number of objets whih were marked by the detetion al-gorithm as possible enhaned-U/V andidates. The seond and third rows of the tablepresent results for the groups of andidates as de�ned in Chapter 4 introdution. Thelast row presents the ratio of the inorretly marked objets to all marked objets.

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the algorithm test results.As a onsequene, the following experiments proess only the data obtained fromthe European area. Several tehniques might be used for improvement of the algorithmbehaviour in the areas outside Europe. The most obvious of them would ompensate theprojetion distortion or redue the in�uene of the atmospheri temperature struture(see Setion 2.3 for detail desription of these features).4.2 Test 2 - Algorithm results4.2.1 Test struture and resultsThis experiment is designed to test the auray of the enhaned-U/V detetor. Datameasured during 28 di�erent spring/summer days form the testing data set; the data setontains 1113 images. With respet to the onlusions of the Setion 4.1, the detetorexamined only the European region. The output images produed by the detetor wereexamined by an expert. Figure 4.2 and Table 4.2 present results of the testing.The results imply that approximately one third of the enhaned-U/V ases is omit-ted by the algorithm. Setion 4.2.2 disusses possible auses of this result. A big portionof the andidates marked by the algorithm are false alarms, this detetor behaviour is



CHAPTER 4. TESTS AND EXPERIMENTS 31Total # of Candidates 1398False Positives 1153False Negatives 142Con�rmed Candidates 245Ratio of Con�rmed Candidates to all enhaned-U/Vs 63%Ratio of Con�rmed Candidates to all Candidates 18%Table 4.2: This table summarizes results of the detetion auray test for the wholetesting data set. Count of all objets whih were marked by the detetor as possi-ble enhaned-U/V andidates is reorded in the row labeled "Total # of Candidates".The rows labeled "False Positives", "False Negatives" and "Con�rmed Candidates"indiates number of objets orresponding to the groups as de�ned in Chapter 4 in-trodution. The row "Ratio of Con�rmed Candidates to all enhaned-U/Vs" expressesthe probability with whih the detetor marks an enhaned-U/V seleted by an expertas a Candidate. This ratio is de�ned as (Con�rmed Candidates)/(Con�rmed Candi-dates+False Negatives). The last row "Ratio of Con�rmed Candidates to all Candi-dates" ontains information about the portion of the Candidates whih orresponds tothe Con�rmed Candidates.ommented in the Setion 4.2.3.4.2.2 False negativesResults of the test demonstrates that approximately one third of the enhaned-U/Vourrenes were missed by the algorithm. This setion aims to analyze possible ausesof the False Negative ases. Eah False Negative ase must have been rejeted at aertain algorithm stage. One a andidate is rejeted, no other stages of the algorithmare applied on it. Table 4.3 spei�es the portion of the False Negatives rejeted inpartiular algorithm phases.

Figure 4.3: Samples of missed enhaned-U/Vs and their interpretation by the segmen-tation.Although the initial segmentation phase seems to work orretly for the small train-ing data set, it auses 41% ases of rejeted data in the testing data set. Observation has



CHAPTER 4. TESTS AND EXPERIMENTS 32Training dataSegmentation 100%Classi�ation Conavity 0%Arm width 0%C-W ouple 0% Testing dataSegmentation 41%Classi�ation Conavity 26%Arm width 23%C-W ouple 10%Table 4.3: The tables represent the distribution of the rejeted ases in the algorithmphases for training and testing data sets. Eah perentage spei�es what portion ofall False Negatives had passed all the previous steps but was rejeted during the par-tiular step. The "Segmentation" row spei�es what portion of all False Negativeswas either ompletely missed by the segmentation step (but marked by an expert asenhaned-U/V) or their shape was split in several piees by the segmentation step.The "Conavity" row denotes a group of andidates whose rejetion is aused by theunsuitable onavity urve shape (see Setion 3.2.2.1). The "Arm width" row rep-resents a group of andidates whose depth parameter reahes lower values than theaverage arm width parameter (see Setion 3.2.2.2). The "C-W ouple" orresponds toa group of objets whose old-warm ouple temperature di�erene is lower than 3K(see Setion 3.2.2.3).shown that many False Negatives developed during the advaned thresholding phase(see Setion 3.2.1.1) by onnetion of the V-arms of the shape to a doughnut-like shape(see Figure 4.3). Another ommon distortion aused by the segmentation phase is theshortening of the V-arms. Suh objet often does not pass the lassi�ation riteria.Some of the objets are so shattered by the segmentation that they are not even ex-amined by the lassi�ation phase. The segmentation extrats objets from the inputimage and determines their shape. This step of the algorithm in�uenes the followinglassi�ation phase, espeially the onavity measuring step. This property makes thesegmentation the key phase of the algorithm and its improvement may signi�antlyimprove the results of the lassi�ation phase too.The lassi�ation phase may ause many False Negatives either. The phase on-sists of three main parts - onavity examination, omparison of the average arm widthwith depth and the old-warm ouple searh (see Setion 3.2.2). The False negativesaused by the onavity examination are mostly in�uened by the segmentation phaseas disussed in the previous paragraph. In�uene of the other parts on the False Nega-tives development is demonstrated in Figure 4.4. Classi�ation thresholds of those twoparameters have been hosen aording to the training data set, but partiularly therule based on omparison of the average arm width and depth seems to produe manyFalse Negatives.Two key fators have probably a�eted negatively the detetion auray. First ofthem is a ertain subjetivity of the enhaned-U/V de�nition whih may lead to thedi�erenes in judgement of partiular andidates either by di�erent experts or by thesame expert during di�erent evaluation iterations. The seond fator is a small size ofthe training data set whih was available during the algorithm proposal and alibration.
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(a) (b)Figure 4.4: The �gure illustrates rejetion of objets during the lassi�ation phase.Blue dots represent the training set, green dots represent the Con�rmed Candidates,and the red dots represent the False Negatives. The red dots lying above the thresholdwere rejeted by another step of the algorithm. Figure (a) demonstrates the rule basedon the average arm width, dependeny between the average arm width and depthparameter is represented by the blak line dividing the data set. Figure (b) the rulebased on the temperature di�erene of the old-warm ouple. The threshold of 3K isrepresented by the horizontal line. Plaement of the objets along the x axis does notprovide any further information.The detetor is adjusted to searh for objets similar by their attributes de�ned in theproposal to the objets in the training set.4.2.3 False positivesThe test has shown that many of the andidates marked by the detetor do not ful�llall onditions required by an expert. A high number of the false alarms imply eitherpossible inompleteness of the parameter set or wanting demands made by the urrentrules. However, the number of the False Negatives is too high even with the urrentsettings and further restritions would make the number even higher and redution ofthe False Negatives has higher priority than redution of the False Positives. Therefore,enrihment of the urrent parameter set by suitable parameters seem to be a betterhoie.An important irumstane whih is onsidered by experts but not by the algorithmis the development of the Ourrene in proess of time. The algorithm proposal issupposed to examine only stati images. Many strutures whih have properties similarto the enhaned-U/V features in a single image develop by onnetion or distortion ofother storm louds. An expert looks at the history of suh objet and rejets it. TheseFalse Positive ases an be deteted only in a time series of images. Thus an algorithmadaptation whih would provide information about a Candidate's development ould



CHAPTER 4. TESTS AND EXPERIMENTS 34be used for a more aurate lassi�ation.4.3 Test 3 - Time ontinuity of the observed enhaned-U/V featuresThis test aims to examine the time ontinuity of the Con�rmed Candidates. Thisexperiment is based on a meteorologial observation whih laims that the median per-sistene of the enhaned-U/V is 60 minutes (see Setion 2.2). The frequeny of theimages used for the experiment is approximately one image per 15 minutes. There-fore, ideally, eah ourrene of the enhaned-U/V would be marked in three or fouronseutive images. The aim of this test is to verify that the algorithm also notes anenhaned-U/V ourene in more onseutive images. If the presumption of the timeontinuity is orret, the property ould be used as another attribute whih ould re-due the number of False Positive ases.However, the testing data are in�uened both by the algorithm inauray and theexpert's subjetivity. Hene, a gap of two images (45 minutes) between two Con�rmedCandidates orresponding to the same Ourrene (see de�nition in Setion 4) wastolerated. The Con�rmed Candidates were divided into groups by their pertineneto an Ourrene (Figure 4.5(a) illustrates the de�nition of the groups). Eah grouporresponds to one Ourrene and eah member of a group must belong to a di�erentimage. Thus, a single member group represents a Con�rmed Candidate for whih noother Con�rmed Candidate orresponding to the same Ourrene is found either inthe three preeding images or in the three following images. A multimember group,on the other hand, represents a set of the Con�rmed Candidates orresponding to thesame Ourrene whose time distane to at least one another member of the group isless than three images. In other words, a single member group represents an Ourenewhih was identi�ed by an expert (and by the algorithm) only in one image. A mul-timember group orresponds to an Ourene whih was identi�ed both by the expertand by the algorithm in more onseutive images.The testing method was foused on the Con�rmed Candidates only (objets markedboth by the algorithm and an expert), the input data set ontained 245 Con�rmedCandidates. For eah Con�rmed Candidate three previus and three following imageswere examined manually and another Con�rmed Candidate belonging to the same O-urene was sought in those six images. Figure 4.5 and Table 4.4 present results ofthe measurement.The experiment has proved that a big portion of the Con�rmed Candidates aremembers of a multimember group. This fat implies that the presene of anotherCandidate orresponding to the same storm loud within the time interval ±threeimages inreases hanes of a Candidate to beome a Con�rmed Candidate.
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(a) (b)Figure 4.5: (a)Illustration of the group de�nition. A group (an Ourrene) orre-sponds to a thread.(b) The �gure demonstrates distribution of the orretly detetedenhaned-U/V andidates in groups. The red part of the pie represents andidateswhih belong to a single member group. The blue part represents andidates belongingto a multimember group. The labels of eah segment of the pie orrespond to the totalount of members of a group to whih the andidate belongs.
Con�rmed Candidates 245# of groups 120Average # of Con�rmed Candidates in a group 2,04Ratio of Con�rmed Candidates belonging to a multimember group 72%Table 4.4: This table reords results of the time ontinuity test. The �rst row desribestotal number of the Con�rmed Candidates. The seond row indiates the numberof the Ourrenes. The third row represents the average number of the Con�rmedCandidates per group. The last row of the table orresponds to the blue setion inFigure 4.5.



Chapter 5Future worksThis study introdues a basi approah to the automati enhaned-U/V detetion.However, the development proess brought many ideas for more improvements andextensions of the urrent algorithm. This hapter o�ers several topis whih may beused as a groundwork of the future detetor progression.The �rst setion is foused on the ompensation of the satellite projetion and in�u-enes of the atmospheri temperature struture. This step might widen the algorithminput from the European region to the whole hemisphere. The next setion disussespossible replaement of the deision tree struture by a probabilisti approah. Thishange ould derease the number of the false negatives. Moreover, the output wouldprovide wider possibilities for the judgement of the result than the deision tree pro-vides now with the "true/false" andidate evaluation. Another setion of this hapteris foused on the information obtainable from a time series. This information mightprovide a more omplex view on the andidates seleted from the stati images. Asa result, new parameters whih ould derease ourrene of the false positives mightbe implemented. The last setion disusses possible redution of the expert estimationsubjetivity. The aim of the setion is to desribe a suitable method for the dereaseof the result dependeny on a onrete person and to �nd the enhaned-U/V represen-tatives whih would be aeptable by most of the experts.5.1 Preproessing methodsDuring the testing phase, the area, whih was examined for enhaned-U/V ourrenes,was restrited from the hemisphere (the de�nition is introdued in Chapter 4) to theEuropean area (see Setion 4.1). This ation was aused by di�erent onditions forthe enhaned-U/V detetion in the enter of the hemisphere and on the edges of thedis. This setion disusses possible improvement of the algorithm behaviour in theproblemati edge area.
36
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the projetion variables. Vetor e1 direts towards the zeromeridian and touhes the Equator. e2 and e3 omplete the orthogonal system. P is apoint on the Earth surfae. Satellite oordinate system is de�ned by (s1,s2,s3).[20℄5.1.1 Satellite projetionImages provided by a geostationary satellite atually represent projetion of the Earthsolid on a satellite plane. The torsion of the Earth surfae auses distortion of objetsin the loations nearby the dis edges. However, if several basi fats about the satelliteposition and projetion are known, an inverse projetion an be applied. The followingproedure is assumed from the doumentation of the input data format [20℄. Figure 5.1illustrates important variables used for the inverse projetion.The inverse transformation of a point P = (x, y) of an input image to the longitudeand latitude values (λe, φe) proeeds in the following steps:1. Constantsh ... distane of the satellite from the Earth enter
λd ... longitude of the satellite position
req ... 6378.1690km
rpol ... 6356.5853km
λs, φs ... satellite dependent values whih an be alulated from the x and y values2. De�nition of the auxiliary Earth-related oordinate system (e1', e2', e3')The e1' axis is de�ned by the Earth entre and the satellite entre, e3 oinides withe3 in Figure 5.1 and e2' touhes the Earth entre and is perpendiular to e1' and e3'.The Earth surfae an be desribed using this Earth-related system as:
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) (5.6)Eah point of the input image would be proessed by the inverse projetion. How-ever, the output of the inverse projetion ontains gaps between the pixels. These gapsan be �lled by an interpolation method. Basi methods of interpolation are desribedin [17℄.The desribed method redues distortions aused by the satellite projetion andmight improve the algorithm behaviour in the areas nearby dis edge.5.1.2 Atmospheri temperature strutureThis improvement is based on the physial properties of the atmosphere. Details aredesribed in Setion 2.3. The thikness of the troposphere atmospheri layer hangesaording to the hanging latitude, its height reahes the greatest values nearby theEquator and the lowest values nearby poles. This struture in�uenes an average tem-perature of the storm louds so the storm louds nearby the Equator are muh olderthan those loated nearby poles.This fat a�ets adversely the algorithm results beause some of the detetor phasesuse a temperature thresholding whih is alibrated for the middle latitude bands.Therefore a temperature ompensation of the parts lying outside the middle latitudebands might improve the algorithm results.
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the inverse temperature urve. The solid urve expressesthe original dependeny of the temperature on the latitude hange. The inverse urveshifted to zero an be used for the temperature ompensation. Point O denotes thenew origin of oordinates after the shift.The ompensation ould be done aording to the urve whih desribes hanges ofthe troposphere height with respet to the hanges of latitude (see Figure 2.6). Sinethe temperature hanges proportionally to the height, the urve an be transformed toexpress the hange of temperature. The inverse urve ould be shifted to the origin sothe middle latitudes would not be a�eted by the ompensation (see Figure 5.2). Theompensation would hange only the louds. The result pixel of a loud would be gen-erated as a sum of the input pixel value + ompensation value determined aordingto the pixels y position.5.2 Classi�ationThe lassi�ation part of the proposal is based on the deision tree method. The hoiewas motivated by a small size of the training set (10 enhaned-U/V ases). Howeverthe testing phase of this study prepared a signi�antly larger set of the enhaned-U/Vsamples (approximately 400 ases) whih an be, in the future, used for the trainingpurposes. Thus a more sophistiated lassi�ation method ould be integrated into thealgorithm proposal.A lassi approah, alternative to the deision tree, is based on the theory of prob-ability. The parameter extration part of the proposal would remain the same or ouldbe enwiden by new parameters. The Bayesian lassi�er is a ommon representative ofthe probabilisti approah to the lassi�ation. A speial ase of the supervised learn-ing with two known lasses C1 and C2 is further assumed (the �rst lass denotes theenhaned-U/Vs and the seond denotes the objets whih are not the enhaned-U/Vs).



CHAPTER 5. FUTURE WORKS 40The lassi�er then omputes for both lasses and for a new andidate desribed by thevetor of measured features ~x the probability with whih the new andidate belongs tothe partiular lass. For a lass Ci the probability an be expressed as:
P (Ci|~x) =

p(~x|Ci).P (Ci)

p(~x|C1).P (C1) + p(~x|C2).P (C2)
(5.7)Where P (Ci) is alled the prior probability. In the ase of the detetor, it an be om-puted as a ratio of the enhaned-U/V objets to all objets and vie versa. p(~x|Ci) isthan omputed from the new training data set. Tehniques used for the omputationare desribed in [6℄.As a result, the method determines the probability with whih a new andidateobjet belongs to the lass of enhaned-U/Vs. Suh number provides muh spei�information about an objet. The "true/false" result an be easily obtained by a simplethresholding e.g. an objet would be marked by the algorithm as an enhaned-U/Vandidate if the probability alulated by the lassi�er would reah 80%.5.3 Time seriesThe urrent algorithm proposal is supposed to detet enhaned-U/Vs in a stati image.However, when an expert evaluates the objets, the time development of the objets isonsidered. Thus, another logial step in the algorithm improvement is the investiga-tion of the enhaned-U/V behaviour in a time series.The aquisition frequeny of the used data is approximately 15 minutes. The hangeof the storm loud positions during this time is relatively small and thus a trakingmethod whih would observe the loud development ould be introdued.Some meteorologial observations implied that a mean persistene of the enhaned-U/V is 60 minutes (see Setion 2.2). Therefore, if the image aquisition frequeny isless than 30 minutes, an enhaned-U/V may be found in more onseutive images. Anexperiment, whih should examine the laimed time persistene of the enhaned-U/Vfeatures, was arried out (see Setion 4.3). Candidates whih were marked both by thealgorithm and by an expert were traked in a time series and other andidates seletedboth by the algorithm and by an expert whih would belong to the same enhaned-U/Vwere sought. The test has shown that most of the enhaned-U/V ourrenes were ob-served repeatedly. This fat might be used as another deision rule of the lassi�ation.Another observation laims that an enhaned-U/V should be a part of a growingstorm loud ([15℄). Whenever a traking method is implemented, this property of aandidate's predeessor an be measured.The orientation of an enhaned-U/V ourrene is determined by the diretion ofthe storm loud move. A vetor of the movement ould be derived from the time series



CHAPTER 5. FUTURE WORKS 41and onsequently the orientation parameter ould be used by the lassi�ation.The methods desribed in this setion ould lead to a signi�ant derease of theFalse Positive ratio.5.4 Subjetivity redutionThe ertain subjetivity hidden in the enhaned-U/V de�nition auses ompliationsboth during the development and testing phase. Therefore, introdution of some meth-ods whih would redue the subjetivity in�uene is desired.In general, repeated evaluation and following averaging of the results might providea more objetive view on data. Hene, even the training data set should onsist of theenhaned-U/Vs whih were repeatedly marked by di�erent experts. Suh training dataset would ontain only the enhaned-U/V ourrenes whih are aeptable for all theexperts. The basi algorithm alibration ould be adapted to this "ore" training set.This method may improve auray of the detetor and thus the data set reation ishighly desired.



Chapter 6ConlusionsThe analysis of the satellite imagery is a signi�ant omponent of the weather foreast-ing. However, many of the analyti tehniques are still human dependent. One of suhtehniques is the enhaned-U/V observation. This study investigated basi propertiesof the enhaned-U/V feature from the point of view of omputer siene and followingautomati detetion.The main ontribution of the thesis was the transformation of the meteorologialproblem to the problem of image proessing and design of the intial algorithm struture.The pilot appliation reated on the basis of the algorithm proposal allowed veri�ationof the method suitability and auray. The results obtained during the testing phaseprovided valuable information about the algorithm behaviour and the �ndings an beused as a groundwork for further development.In summary, the implemented algorithm is able to �nd approximately two thirdsof the desired enhaned-U/V ourrenes, but on the other hand the portion of allandidates whih are false positives is very high. The �nal part of the study suggestedseveral ways of reduing the number of both false postives and false negatives. Theimplementation of the improvements ould markedly better the detetion results.As a whole, the study provided a basi resarh neessary for the suessful ehaned-U/V automati detetion.
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Appendix
Pilot appliationAn important part of this study is the pilot appliation whih has been developed onthe basis of the proposal.The appliation was developed in the C++ language and its target system is Linux.The input format of the satellite images proessed by the program is the "xpif" format.The format must ontain information about the radiation in eah pixel.The experiments with the algorithm were arried out on the following PC on�gu-ration:proessor AMD Athlon(tm) XP, 1.2 GHz750 MB RAMAn average time spent on an image with restrition to the European region was 10seonds, a proessing of the whole hemisphere took approximately 30 seonds.The pilot appliation is inluded in this thesis.
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